It is with a great deal of pleasure that I apply for membership into the NRC. Having logged radio stations for about a year now, I feel that this club will encourage me to continue on DXing as long as I have the "DX News" as a guide. I find it very fascinating reading what others have to say and what they are doing. As an example, I caught CKNL in Matane, Quebec this morning at 3:35 a.m. with the aid of "DX News".

- Douglas Kennedy - 160 Lincoln St.,

NRC DX - - - Helrose, 75, Mass.

--- CALENDAR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>AM-EST</th>
<th>Station Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 12</td>
<td>WA6TS</td>
<td>Sayre, Pennsylvania</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:45-4:15</td>
<td>3:45-4:15 E.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>NERA</td>
<td>Marysvile, Californial,</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td>1:00-2:00 P.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>K7EPN</td>
<td>Ventura, California</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5:00-5:30</td>
<td>2:00-2:30 P.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>WHDL</td>
<td>Olean, New York</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>5:30-6:00</td>
<td>3:30-4:00 E.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>KGWA</td>
<td>Enid, Oklahoma</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2:00-3:00</td>
<td>1:00-5:00 C.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>W7INR</td>
<td>Binghamton, New York</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00-4:30</td>
<td>4:00-4:30 E.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>W7EAN</td>
<td>Providence, R. I.</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>4:30-5:00</td>
<td>4:30-5:00 E.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>KPOT</td>
<td>Denver, Colorado</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td>2:00-3:00 M.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>K7ELC</td>
<td>Lewiston, Idaho</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:30-5:00</td>
<td>1:30-5:00 E.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>K7LMX</td>
<td>Clayton, New Mexico</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:00-4:30</td>
<td>2:00-4:00 M.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>K7XW</td>
<td>Seattle, Washington</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00-4:00</td>
<td>1:00-1:00 P.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>K7DSD</td>
<td>Deadwood, South Dakota</td>
<td>000</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td>2:00-3:00 H.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>C7JDC</td>
<td>Dawson Creek, B. C.</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:30-5:00</td>
<td>1:00-2:00 P.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>W0DRE</td>
<td>Guayas, Sonora Box 53</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>3:30-7:30</td>
<td>2:30-7:30 C.G.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>K7ECC</td>
<td>Pittsburg, California</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td>1:00-2:00 P.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 4</td>
<td>K6PUY</td>
<td>Puyallup, Washington</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4:00-4:30</td>
<td>1:00-1:30 E.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>W6LET</td>
<td>Tucopa, Georgia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td>4:00-5:00 E.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>K7EBE</td>
<td>Hemet, Son. Box 58/5000</td>
<td>3:30-7:30</td>
<td>2:00-7:30 C.G.T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>K7LHR</td>
<td>Hood River, Oregon</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td>1:00-2:00 P.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>K7ESC</td>
<td>Tijuana, B.C.</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>4:00-4:30</td>
<td>1:00-1:30 P.S.T.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>K7EPF</td>
<td>Ensenada, B.C. Box 123 200</td>
<td>4:30-5:00</td>
<td>1:30-2:00 P.S.T.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: New data for WHDL. You probably heard WPSA mention this at 5:30 on Dec. 7.

Promised DX programs: W4RD-1250, WHAK-960, KFFE-1240, GCEO-1340, KLBP-1140, WRMI-1380, ECT-1450, GEAR-580, 1470-PROD.
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VERIE_SIGNERS

550 C F N B Glenn D. Love, CE AR 1280 W I P C G. Max Kimbrel, GM P
580 W K R C George A. Wilson, CE R 1310 X E C - Luis Encisco I
610 C K P G Jack Carbutt F 1320 W K I N L. J. Jackett, CE K
580 W H P - Daniel Leibensperger CE F W W H G Howard L. Huff, CE B
610 K T B C Ken Hearn, CE Q 1330 W F B C D. E. Garrison, CE R
610 W I P - Murray Arnold, PD D 1340 K I C K Charles Grayston, CE B
610 K O J M G. H. Bower, CE F W L D Y Jeff Evans, CE E
610 K T B B R. A. Wilkeman, CE F K I H N Dalton E. Jones, CE S
620 K N G S Don C. Reeves, GM, CE B X E A A Francisco Gutierrez, M E
690 K G G F Robert L. Pratt, SM D W G C A U William Evans, CE Q
720 K W G C - Cliffon Lane, TS A 1350 K Ro L C Gene Wilson, CE B
720 W F H C W. W. Bridges, CE C G J D C L. R. Roskin, M F
720 W E A N - Harry M. Tilley, DoE E 1380 W L X W Clint Horse, PD K
860 W D M G Stanley H. Strickland CE M K C B C Robert A. Brown, CE D
910 K G L C L. E. Stone, CE F 1400 W X A L Barry Collins, CE B
920 W R C L L. V. Wolstenholm,JECE R 1410 W W I N Joseph B. Sporn, CE R
930 X E B X Jose Ramigio Agaz I X E F F Senora Leonora Olguin I
930 W K C T Robert J. Hendrick, CE J W N A G Bernard Loebe, CE Q
940 W E T O C. C. Williamson, CE E 1410 K M Y C Joseph D. Carroll, M B
940 C J G X J. H. Shortred, M C 1420 W L E T C. H. Sutton, CE P
950 C J L B Loren O. Herriman, CE F K G A E Betty Banger, TFM L
950 K F E L R. D. Cunningham F 1440 W G C B Rev. John M Norris 0, 0 DC
970 W H A T Hal Feldman, CE B 1450 W D L B Gerald J. Boas, CE B
970 W E R H C. A. Christiansen, CE, B J H T C Sandy Mask, H M
980 W F H G John Hughlett, CE L K L M X Robert D. Waters, CE B
990 W D W D Wayne Foster, AE N K V E N Donald C. Brown, CE E
1010 K V N C. O. E. Whelan, Sm E W C T C Victor Takach, CE F
1100 K I X L Robert E. Tripp Q C F J R Sid Penstone, CE F
1100 K L C I O Walter Robinson, CE B K C T I Frank Wilson, Jr., CE H
1100 W T I C L. J. Patricelli, Ph F K Y G U John T. Roscoe, CE J
1110 K I P F A. W. Green, P G K S K M Roland Kessler, CE L
1110 K J B S Roger L. Roberts, CE Q K O P C Howard Smith, ACE Q
1120 W H I E Russell H. Bennett, CE O 1470 W B I G James C. Miller III CE R
1150 K J B C Jack Cecil, O D W A T S Benjamin A. Franklin CE B
1230 K P A T Billy Joe Mark, E B 1490 W K L V Theodore Erm Jr., CE B
1240 W C D L Robert Adams, CE F W G E Z Stanley Holmes, CE B
1240 W C O U Donald Eason, CE R 1530 W G I L C G. H. Toppmiller, CE O
1240 W B B W George V. Drapp, CE R 1580 W G L C Paul Simpkins, M K
1240 W S F C R. F. Cantor, CE R W D K O William Hammett CE WESB H
1250 K T W - Al Atworth, P D C 1590 W T V H George B. Norman, PD B
1260 K M P O A. J. Mayer, O, M B 1600 K U B A John J. Relish, CE B
1270 C H A T Ian Carson, CE B

Credits:

There seems to be some confusion as to what "c" "q" and "p" mean. So, we explain again.

- A - Sid Rosenbaum K - Joe Brauner
- B - Walter Goldy L - Pat Reilly
- C - Ray Edge M - Charlie Conley
- D - Bob Seifert N - Hal Williams
- E - Len Krause O - Pete Taylor
- F - W.N.R.C. P - John Pohl
- G - Ray Millar Q - Bill Whitman
- H - Ken Borden R - Frank Johnson
- I - Karl Raymond S - Lefty Cooper
- J - Ev Johnson
- f - Varie on Dxe's own letter, returned. - SEND IN YOUR LATE VERIE-SIGNERS, PLEASE.

R - Varie on Dxe's own letter, returned. - SEND IN YOUR LATE VERIE-SIGNERS, PLEASE.
This will be a combination Test and Frequency Check program, coming from WATS. The first 15 minutes will consist of tests, with frequent station identities given, and following that regular frequency check, WATS will continue with their test by playing a few musical selections, between each of which station identification will also be given. We appreciate this special test from WATS, and we hope that all of you will be able to hear them clearly. Be sure to listen and report. SID ROSENBAUM

K M Y C = Marysville, California, Joe D. Carroll, Manager
This station has just recently graduated to regional status, and they are anxious to put on this DX program, for it will certainly help them to determine how they can get out with their new one kilowatt of power. They are looking forward to a big response, and Mr. Carroll promises to verify every correct report he gets. So it's up to us to make sure he gets a goodly lot of them, fellows, so let's not miss tuning in this special DX show now being prepared for our good old NBC. SID ROSENBAUM

K V E N = Ventura, California, Donald C. Brown, C. E.
This is the first DX program ever broadcast by this station, and we are hoping once again for a clear channel coast to coast for this big special DX program. Remember, the date was changed to December 14, a Sunday morning, and the time was moved to 5:00 to 5:30 E.S.T. Conditions are getting very good these cold mornings, and we hope that KVEN's signal will cross the nation, and cross the Pacific, and be heard thousands of miles in each direction. Be sure to try for KVEN! LEN KRUSE

W H D L = Ulster, New York, Otis L. Atherton, C. E.
This 26-year-old station is one very desired by many DX fans around the country as the station does not have any early-morning f/c programs. This station was originally scheduled for Dec. 7 but kindly consented to change to Dec. 14 in order not to conflict with WTSB's all-night DX on Dec. 7. This program will immediately follow KVEN's on the same frequency so please do not turn off the 1450 spot. You probably heard WTSB mention this program at 5:30 last Sunday morning. LEN KRUSE

K G W A = Enid, Oklahoma, William Teitzel, C. E.
"Thanks a lot for your letter of Nov. 11 and we will be glad to conduct a test for your membership. We will be on the air the morning of Dec. 15 from 1:00 to 5:00 a.m., CST. We greatly appreciate the service rendered by members of your club and would appreciate receiving reception reports from all members." Here is another chief engineer who has praise for us NBC DXers, fellows, so let's remember his kindness towards us and be on hand for this 4-hour marathon DX show! DON KASHEK

W I N R = Binghamton, New York, Adelbert A. Kelley, C. E.
This station, which incidentally has a most attractive letterhead, is coming on for us on what is a clear channel normally on Mondays, with a DX program, to consist of music with frequent station identification. WINR has seldom been reported by our DX clan, so we feel a lot of you need this station, which you may remember from its 1490 days for several years. Now, with 1,000 watts, WINR is anxious to see how well they can do early in the morning on a clear channel. Help by reporting. DON KASHEK

W E A N = Providence, Rhode Island, Harry H. Tilley, C. E.
"For many years I was a DX listener and got a great kick out of hearing distant stations. I was glad to cooperate for the last test and certainly will be glad to do the same for the December test. I hope WEAN is heard all over the country." That's what Mr. Tilley thinks of DX, boys, and that is the spirit which we all admire in a chief engineer, so be sure to support Mr. Tilley and WEAN by listening in and submitting that much-desired report of reception, on a hoped-for clear spot. LEN KRUSE

960 W A N I Opp, Alabama
1230 W F R E Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin
960 W P R T Prestonburg, Kentucky
1460 K G K O Dallas, Texas
1500 K R M S Osage Beach, Missouri
1870 W A P L Appleton, Wisconsin

WE AGAIN REMIND YOU THAT WITH THE CHRISTMAS RUSH IT WOULD BE EXPEDIENT FOR YOU TO SEND 15¢ IN COIN OR STAMPS TO HQ TO GET "DX NEWS" FIRST CLASS DURING THE RUSH TIME.
DX remains slow here due to local QRM. Varies in are letters from WGW and KGB. 

On 11/28, WGW DX on top of QRM all the way. A swell show, the kind the DXer really does for plenty of publicity for the DX clubs. The comment of CE Ted Bunn on reception reports was a big feature. WGW DX in 100% although difficult to report as no titles announced for waltz numbers. The musical numbers were quality listening. 11/30 - Missed WDSG and WBUY because of being stranded in a snow storm and had to spend the night in Ohio. Cards sent to both these fine stations. 12/1 - WGAN 1210 s/off 1:00, a/on 5:00. WAPL 1570 Appleton, Wis., on ET 2:30 on through XFR, WURI DX (1340) in 100% at 4:00, KFEY (1300) DX in with moderate signal, tons and music and QRM at intervals. WCCU (1280) s/on 5:00. KBND (1110) failed to show here. A swell letter from WCCU DX of 11/3. Mr. W. B. Williams says in part: "We did not get as many reports as we would have liked, but we certainly appreciated the courtesy of several like yourself who expressed appreciation of the program even when they failed to hear us or could not listen." Yes, gang, these courtesy cards really mean something, so please don't fail to send cards if you can't hear these courtesy programs. For those who failed on the recent CLEAR DX, keep your fingers crossed for our good friend C. H. Witysay, BGR., says he'll do it again for us in January, so keep your eyes on the DX Calendar. Isn't Mr. Witysay grand? Letter from WZSB (730) Goodland, Kansas. says f/o is last Wednesday 6:15-5:30 with FT and ID throughout. Clifton Lane is Tech. Supr. That does it from here.

Pete Taylor - Box 6265 Dulles Station - Parham, N.C.

So much Xing lately. I don't know where to start. Varies in this week are cards from CJCO CKNN & WCKY, and letters from WGN WTAG & CJGOX. 11/26 - WCCU*1470 heard at 5:45 s/off. WHITE-1140 heard over WBYA 6:5:30 on 11/23. WCKY 12:30-1 p.m. 11/24. WTAG 1340 f/o 11/27. XFRR-590 2:30-3 11/27. WING-1410 1:14-1:36 on 11/28; also on same a.m., WUGS*580 Tuskegee, Ala., ETing around 2 a.m., WROG*1450 f/o; WLU-1450 1:32-2; WGRM-710 NES DX 2-3; WGBS-710 in the clear 4:30-5 p.m.; GMUW*740 with no WGN QRM, 7:55 p.m.; GMUW-660 with Fredly Martin records and KEG 1050 8:30-9:30; WTVS-1420 records 9:03-9:30. 11/29 - KIPZ-1270 RS 1:30; KBUL-1290 RS 2:15; KROF-1300 RS 2:37; WTVS-1340 NES DX 3-5; WQFB-1280 Prairie du Chien, Wis. ETing; XNYO*1300 RS 3:15; KXOA RS 3:33-4:05; KALE*1250 RS 4:35. Also KUYO*1410 RS, KOWN*1400 f/o, KCO*1300 RS, KREH*1460 RS. WTVS-590 RS 1:05-1:30 p.m.; WTVS-870 RS 2:2-2:30 p.m. 11/30 - WRAP-570 RS 12:30; KEBG-560 RS 1:30; WBBR-970 RS 1:35; WGLS-910 RS 1:40; KEPT-940 RS 2:30; WHEF*1450 fund raising 3:07; KSHU-1120 RS 2:50; XEAO*910 RS 1:55-2:50; KFVE-1480 RS 3:30; WAPF*1470 Appleton, Wis. ETing 3:55; KQFB-1260 RS 3:30; WATT-1580 RS 4:15; KRAV*1010 RS 4:35; WDSG-1450 NES DX 4:50; WBDS-1450 NES DX 5:30; WDFR-1370 RS 5:45; WPUE harmonics on 1020 RS 7:15 (thought it was KFV) Also KDSH-950 s/off around 2; KFVE*1340 through WPTF 3:05; KOB*1450 RS; 3W1-1360 nearly non-existent RS; KAMA-1560 ETing 6:45. Now, backwards! WTVS was really cutting through WGBS. WMA on Andre Kostelanetz music; no mention of club (not while I listened, anyway). KPOA doing very well for a Hawaiian; not there on 11/30. Glad to get, finally, Washington's 2 1/2 watt all-nighters, KEM & KALE. Took me 50 minutes to identify WGLS; plenty of XRAO QRM throughout. KFEO QRM till 2. KEBQ has me wondering, both Weyrich and International ECB log list address as Industria, 266; on station's transcribed announcements, aired every 9 hour in English, it gives CIBM address, so I sent it there. Unidentified music from 5:15-6 on 1410 kc/s., 11/30. WBUY very pleasant DX show. To sum it all up, in last week, new stations heard: WCRH WBBR WTSU WCCU CHGU EMYK KXRN KDLK KALE KRED XUOF KDSH KTVR ZKOE KXAN STL WDSG WKEI WAPL KTYO. Reports sent to: WILL WORE XEPH WING FILL WTSU WBD SJW WDCS CGU XBY XWSW KFJJ XHRL KROP WPUE WPUE KNYO XPOA KALE WGR WCO WRAP WERE WJRS KFEE XMP KEI KEJ XEAO KXOE WAPL KFOX WAEV KXEN CGMB WDSG WBUE WDF & WPUE. What a week!

Albert G. Shipton - 2861 East Oceanview Road - Camden 4, N.J.

Hi there. Things are going fine here. Along the DX line except for some good ones I let slip through my fingers. Varies are coming in slowly but you can expect that during the DX season. I was listening to WGBS (1230) & behind it I heard a station talking like to ham radio operators & I heard the call letters WAEF. So long W, Va. This was at 2:22. Varies still out for this month are WHEP (1450) WMAA (1240) WAIN (1270) WAGS (1300) CEEL (500) WAKR (1590). Expect a few for a few that put out DX programs which I expect this week. Varies in from WGR 550, WNAS 540, WBS 1430 WORK 1350, WVGE 1340 WQMN 1600 CEONY 1310. Veris out 11/28, WTAL (1380). 73a.
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Waving of the members

Joe Brauner - 22 Howard Avenue - Willimantic, CT

Outside of a drive on slow verifiers, not much to report this week. On 11/23 heard WREY s/on 1430 at 8 a.m., not new, but interesting. Later in the day took verifiers on WZTO, 1020, through KDA for another try for a vari. 11/24 KLIR, 1340, heard with all morning ET, very good at times. And a surprise log of WCEO on his f/c, heard all morning well through WORS for my first Idaho station since 1949. On the DXes, WEDQ was very well heard, but no sign of WOW here. Repeated on both WECO & WKLY, but heard MAW with a strong signal for my second reception of that station. 11/30, both of those nice DXes from WDG and WKLY perfectly heard here. Also KEBS, 1150, heard coming its ET at about 4 a.m. And for anyone needing them, WHBY, 1410, signs on BS at 5 a.m. and was in the clear here (Sunday). Same for WLCF on 1370. And WAAP, Portsmouth on 1390, all easy at 6 on Sundays. No chance to tune WIST here at 8-00 weekdays; WREY on 930 at 5:30, so tried 7 a.m. Sunday time, but no luck. WEDQ on 930 at 5 a.m. and someone else signed on at 5:30 but no luck on who it was, WDG on at 5:45, WIST for a lone call and good morning at 7 just as WJAX hit the deck covering everything: WJHD was going strong on 920 at this time. Verie this week largely on f/ups, KBUN-DX, WKNW-WDE-X, WMAY-WUST, WAKQ-WGO. WHBY & WAKQ f/a thanks to verie signers in "DX News."

John Pohl - 462 5th St. 51 Street - Miami, Florida

Miami-Edison 21 - Miami High 7. What has that got to do with DX, you say? Answer: nothing. I go to Miami-Edison Senior:High School. For 28 years now (31 games, though) we have been playing a Thanksgiving night football game with Miami High. For 27 years, we lost that game. This time it was different. A Miami High team that was rated as the best in Florida by state sports writers was held to a net 81 yards gain. Edison gained 264 yards. For about the last 15 years we (Edison) have been taking out a parade permit for after the game, just in case we won. Well, 27 years of football supremacy ended at 10:05 p.m. Nov. 27, but the parade (right through the middle of Miami) didn't end till midnight. Edison took both goal posts (steel pipe) and a bunch of fellows carried them from the Orange Bowl for about 4 miles to the school. Then about midnight, we started a big bonfire in the middle of a main intersection in front of Edison. The cops blocked the traffic and the fire department was there (just in case) but no one tried to stop the celebration. I am a senior at Edison, so that was a swell graduation present. Maybe I'm still a middle boy, and maybe I should get in earlier but I missed the WEDQ DX on account of celebration. Remember? That was from 2 to 3 a.m. but I wasn't home! WEDQDX! Oh yes, the attendance for the game was 31,291. This, remember, was a high school game, but the news made the front page headlines of the Miami Herald the next day. DX was kind of slow this week. WDG heard on 11/27 as per f/c list. Also 11/27, WHBY heard as per f/c list. 11/27 p.m. heard WJHS-800 s/low at 5:32. This morning I heard Kruse's 2 new DX's, one from WDG and the other from WHBY. This week, I got a letter stating that WJHD, 1420, 1000 w, Teboro, Ga. would honor the NEC with a DX at 4 a.m. EST on Jan. 5, 1953. I suppose he means 4 to 5, but I will check with him about it. Now for some questions. Who played intermittent music from 3:15 to 3:25 on 11/27 on 1240? Who played music from 4 to 4:25 on 11/30 on 1450? Who was on all night on 1420 on 11/30? WGO seems to have quit all night. WNOZ not noted as yet with 50,000 watts. I have probably run over 30 lines of new so I gotta go. WEDQDX!

Hal Williams - 50 Third Ave. - Sayreville, Conn.

Only 2 new veriies this week, WJHD (1530) letter signed by CE. He is a ham and his name is Hammett, hi! And a swell full-page letter from CE of WECO (860) who writes in part, "Your program listings are absolutely correct and we really appreciate this fine report, wish they were all like this. We welcome all correct reports." Quite a contrast to some veriies received. WNOZ-WNOZ for example. How about it, Pop and Joe? Also a dup card from WEDQ. The only new DX for the week was WEDQ (710) on DX but again I was at work and had to sneak-out to the garage and tune in on the car radio to listen. Got 'em 10 minutes at 8 and 10 before s/low. WREY (1470) heard the same way but I did not need them. I couldn't get a relief man so I could not try for WECO, and I need them. I sent 'em a report and a f/up in 1949 but no soap. WDG (1450) in like a local for NEC DX, mine, going. He sure gave the good old NEC some nice plugs and WHBY also came in with a bang and that's one I needed. I could have used some of those Denile Doughnuts and Coffee while Bob Morrow was talking about them. '53.
First thing on the agenda is to report that WIBE may put on a special as soon as their new 1 kw. transmitter is installed. When it is expected to arrive I don't know. Recent loggings were WDEA, WERS, WEMS, KWIN, WGBK, WKBG & WTMN. All of these only 2 reports could be sent; WTHF & WEMX. Other requests out are KGWU, KPRR, (for f/o as listed) KGBU, WTHF, WGBD, WTMN. WTVN, KTVN, KVRD, KWBH, WITR, WSBG, WAGQ, WAPG, WHCI, WMEZ, WFMU, WPEL, WMSI, WMSV, WMSG, WMTV, WMTS, WMSZ. The others from WIBE down are delinquent. Veries are JOB8, WIB8, WIB8, WIB8 (new on 1590) WIB8 WIB8, WIB8 (swell letter) XIBE, KQOD & KQOB. Was unable to get up for the WIB8 and XVB8 special which makes me sick. Didn't need WOW. Have managed to get 11 specials including WQBI's which everybody missed because of XWB. Well, fellows, you should have been on 900 when CEIL a/o. CEIL broke WTVN's strength and WQBI pushed its way in and I managed to get a log on it, very poor, though. WIB8 KQ3's special is for 1450? They are now on 1440. Keep up the good work on the 1450 specials. I need all of those listed except for KMAO. WDSG has had a report out since August, so I guess they couldn't verify because it was so poor. It was heard during Tennessee primary elections amid much QRM. It seems that WIB8 in Concord, N.H., a/o early reaching-the-frequency after 4:00 pm weekdays. Almost forgot, WHE, Prairie du Chien, WIs., was heard on 11/25 with ET. Also heard then were WPHM, 1230, and KDES, 1490, both f/o as listed. Can't understand why I hear CJOB every AM over WQBI's signal. Have been listening on 1340 for 3 years and never heard them, then all of a sudden I can't get rid of them. They've been 24 hours for the last five years which makes it more baffling. How's WABG, Lefty? 73... (BEO - Ed.)

Pat Bailey - 11 Irvine Place - Jamestown, N.Y.

New veries are WQ9G KGBA, KGBA WFGQ ESUW WIB8 for total of 2,319 veries so far. 11/26, no DX. Some of this all-night company that doesn't know enough to go home. KGBA is in Hotel Marion. KGBA P.O. Box 276. KGBA said it was a f/o - don't know if it was regular but off at 4:45 on second Thursday, try for them. 11/25 - WPHM, 950, test at 3:26 for new one. WIB8, 1230 at 4:24. KG1E, 1420, behind KSTW at 4:53 and other western stations on with storm broadcasts. 11/27 - Very bad DXing as all I heard was tone testers and no calls. 11/28 - WTMN was finally caught at 1590, badly QRM by KCVU on cell wire. WPHM good on DX for club. KSTW, 550, test at 2:55. KIAC on top of WMCA on 570 at 2:55. KIAC on top of WWJ, 950, after 3:00. 1280 had unknown on ET and off at 3:17 to be back at midnight tonight. 500 watts, 1280 k/s. It sparked like WPHM call, then ran into TTs until 4:50 when I quit and to bed. 11/29 heard several announcements and one selection from WQBI's DX. WAB8 was good on DX for 2 new ones. WIL, test, 3:43 to 3:57 when they announced. 19° snowing and high noise level here. 11/30 - Unknown at 4:02 to time. WDSG came on at 4:30 on 1450. WDSG was a new one for me. WB15 not heard at 5:07 and to bed for me (5:30-61 Ed.)

Bernie Duffy - 24 Lader Avenue - Staten Island 14, N.Y.

DXing the past week netted me 5 additions to my heard log, for a total of 2971. They are long-sought KBOP WQ9G & WQ9G's DXes; KFEE WQ9G; and new ET4, WAPF 1570 k/s.

Results of my latest dials are as follows: 11/28 - WQ9G DX well received @ 2:15 on, KQ3F pleased and surprised me by booming in @ 4:30 with its f/o. 11/29, WQ9G's DX topped the 1490 k/s, mesa easily 1:15 on. WQ9G's DX didn't show. 11/30 - KQ3F 940 @ 2:15 was a new Californian for me, WAPF fairly loud behind KQ3F @ 3 a.m., and needed, 100 watt WQ9G heard well with a charity appeal program till its s/off @ 3:45. WDSG & WB15's DX came in like locals @ 4:30 and 5:40 respectively. WQ9G's weekly 5 am. s/on in equally well. 12/1, WQ9G's DX was like a local @ 4:15 on. I couldn't hear KQ3F's DX @ 4:30, and strong open carrier on 1300 k/s, probably blocked them. XGbO's letter is my only new verie.

Tom Johnson - 768 Glendale Avenue - Akron 20, Ohio

This will let you know what I've been doing this past week. All of these are 11/23. KLO-1430 Ogden, U. thanks to JJ for a/off in "DX Down the Dial." KGEA-790 Los Angeles s/off 3:15; WARB-710 Mobile on RS at 3:17; KTSO-1300 Fresno; Cal on RS at 3:35; KQTH-1310 on RS at 5 AM with QRM from WQ9G & others; WITH-1230 Baltimore on RS 5:05. WQ9G makes a station logged on every BQR frequency for me. I along with Pat Bailey wonder what the s/off on 1590 at 3:02 is. In my radio above 1500 the dial is a little bit off. I have to change the angle that I look at it from. About 3:08 on 11/23 I received station on 1590 with a/off. They said, "Putting southern (con'd, P. 7)
(Tom Johnson, con'd.) California's 1,000 watt voice to rest." I thought this was 1580, but no California kw on 1580. Probably 1590 and KVUC. Not sure. Can any one help? Varies received for 11/19 to date are WZVA CDFC, long awaited varie from ESID for report of 9/28, QBO WAFV varie for report of NCB DX, CBK, nice letter from W0ZS and card from KXRC. Get W0ES in time as I see they are moving to 1000 and would be ruined by W0FL. Best DXing and 73. (W0ES is going to 1250 with 1000 watts - Md.)

Chester Conley - 258 Market Street - Lemon, Penna.

Well, the kids 'n' the grandchildren 'n' the turkey 'n' stuffin' 'n' Thanksgiving have left us, so while Grandma is straightening up the mumbles that once was our home, I decided to go out here to get this written. My Thanksgiving was ruined by receiving on the 23th, what I consider the poorest reply yet for the better part of an hour of ear-boning. Namely, my report to W0MO on their DX. After gleaning 10 identifiable items through XEN's stuff, I received a letter with, other than salutation and signature contained "Thank you for your signal report of November 15, 1952; 73." So I'm writing in a quick. Middie a second. letter in which I will point out that broadminded as I am, I cannot by any stretch of the imagination consider that a verification, and asking please, lemme have a verification. Reports to W0FE and W0BY on DXes, and WABG, 1590, f/c as per list, 11/30. No trace of W0AM and only one short break of a portion of out NEC plug from W0BG, thanks to W0MB's spill-over. Reports also to W0AM and W4NY both very weak here, W0BY placed a fine signal and program, along with his commercials for the domat Binette and Kruse. Didn't say what Ken was prometing! Seems as though the Light Company has placed their QRM machine in operation again. Very bad the past 3 nights, so I guess I'll have to get after them once more, But I won't lug a portable around as an excuse to get in a tavern! For 2 reasons, ain't got no portable, and besides I don't dr---- Hey! How ya doin'. Lefty!

C. M. "Stanley" Stanley - Box 218, Crystal Beach, Ont.

First of all reports have gone to W0KE-1350, X4GH-1360, W0TV-950, W0M0-1350, K1LE-1470, W0TV-1350, W0JE-710, W0DD-1600, W0KK-650, W0SQ-1250, W0SB-1250, W1L-710 (Before I am disgraced, that is now new, hi), W0RAL-520, CGR-990, Q0A-810, K0FO-1450, X1ND-1440, X1RD-1450, X0ER-1050, X0PH-530, K2AI-860, W0MAQ-980, K0EB-600, X0GO-910, E0MO-560, W0B0-1140, W0ZL-710, 5X0-730, 5X0-817, X0K0-630, X0FE-830. Verifications are still trickling in here, Recent ones are f/ER W0UV W0LL W0AB II, 8Pg. Some Marine Band catches of note are X0DD-2350 kc/s, in Pontiac, Bemidagi (this is my best catch, Marine or broadcast band and I certainly hope they verify). The harmonic of TVAM on 2360, KE7D (this is an American boat and when I heard them the position was approximately 40 N. and either 33 W or 360 W. I am writing to the U.S. Government to try to find out the name and address of the owner,of this ship so that I might send a report and possibly get this catch verified. Some of you may recall the new phonetic alphabet (a-alpha, B-bravo, etc.) that the United States Air Force introduced a couple of months ago. Well, it is rapidly on its way to being tossed right out the window where it belongs. I know for a fact that the civil air patrol boys are raising heck over it and that several commercial air lines have refused to use it. It is absolutely impossible to use under any adverse conditions as the words are unfamilar and worse, they don't suggest the letters for which they stand e.g., Q=Quebec. You certainly do hear some interesting things down on the Marine Band. That's it for now.

Everett Johnson - 504 16th Street - Jerege, Ill.

DXing not too bad considering the poor conditions here. New ones added to my log are 11/23: X0M-980 s/off at 4:12. CK1F-850 RS with Lombardo records. 11/24 heared E12L new one in Eutherville Iowa 1340 kc/s. 8E8. Sent report to them 4-5 a.m. W0X-1320 f/c. W0AM s/on at 6:25. Heard W0XQ DX-1250 for MRC, came in very good here. 11/25, W0Z-740 s/on with Lord's Prayer, K0PF-1140 RS at 6:30 PM. 11/26, W0BB-1450 f/c. W0NB f/c 1230. 11/27 finally caught that W0BB in N.C. 5,000 watt now. Have been trying for them a long time, 920. 11/28 heard our DX from W0K-710, came in good for 3 hours, W0N-WAY really ruined it here but enough for a report. Thanks, Kaskey. W0BE-1250 8E8 at midnight till 11:45 a.m. on again tonight he said. Not on the air as yet. W0TV-1350 s/on at 7, W0TV-1300 RS at 4:15 p.m. W0BB-1150 RS at 5. Reception very good here tonight so should get some more in the wee hours of AM. 2 DXes this AM. Veries are K0T-1250 nice QSL, W0RE-1250 for contest. W0NE-330. W0SB-1230 contest again over 50 reports out, 165 verified. I think I should get 15 more by 1/1. 46 new stations heard this month. Am going to get 50 with 2 more days left. Hi. 25 veries in this month and Saturday left to get more. All for now.
Well, here I am again. Really am indulging myself with 4 reports in 4 weeks. Anyhow, with my mid-term exams over with, I'm getting down to the serious business of DX. Have logged an ever 40 new ones since 11/18 which is the most productive week of DX I've ever had. Incidentally, when I joined the club I had 407 stations in 40 states. That was February. Now my total is 705 in 45 states and many foreign countries. The NICE is the best thing that ever happened to me, that's for sure. 11/19 - CKMK in the clear and like a local at 2:10 - best Canadian I've ever heard, even better than CBW, etc./ XVI-670 with mail order, WIKM f/c 3:30-3 on 1340 kc/s, WTVS 1240 f/c 3:31, WCOT regular f/c, WIKM-730 f/c 4:45-5. 11/21, alarms didn't sound off and I woke at 6 CST and got 4 more - WIKM-770 in the clear, KIPA-940, WHEME-1020, and an old friend of mine from St. Louis days, WCI-1020 s/o 7:31. 11/22 - CJKB-1240 first Canadian graveyard station, and at the same time, WO-64 and WY-64 together with Guatemala City at 6:50. 11/23, very disgusted to learn that they other station on 650 kc/s, besides KNTI is KFAB after 3:00. KFAB is actually stronger. And I thought I had Alaska or something! Also KB-690 under the Mexican, CQSC 600 s/off 3:07, WCMB-1460 very weak on a good DX night, WPAB s/on 5:57 in English, then right into Spanish. Also many others, among them WIKM-610, KFMR-660 announcing as originating from EMBC studios, why? WTEQ-650, KFOM-660 and WYX-830. Cubans all over the place, never heard so many before. 11/24, WDNA-1240, KFOM f/c per schedule, KDON-1450, WHEA Barry Key show or something like that, really pretty good listening, at 3:30. KNIL-1340 Esterville, Iowa, testing with Emile Cole Club, KOMG 1340 f/c regular, KNIN 1340 f/c as per list, WAIN-1270 f/c 4:30-4:45. And a strange one on 800 kc/s, at about 2:45, very strong music, than a complete fade, than very strong again, but didn't hear a voice. Dial just one big series of squeaks, knocks, rattles, buzzes, and hums this AM. One veris all this week, KSID for 9/28 report on their old frequency of 1540 kc/s. Well, that's my 30 lines, so best of DX to all.

Len Kruse - 816 Euclid Street - Dubuque, Iowa.

The latest DX logs in this letter included WGVI (1340) Connellsville, Pa. on 11/12 with an NNE DX, having had QRM from WEPF, and 10 minutes of KMYR till they signed off. Also on 11/18 WFTN (1450) Front Royal, Va. on its f/c-TT program 4:45-5 a.m. The NRE DX special from WNLK (1350) Norwalk, Conn. was heard well on 11/15, but the KAHO (920) DX on the same morning was impossible with WQKT going strong with its all-night program. The morning of 11/33 profited my DX log with 3 additions: WATT (1410) Fort Myers, Fla. on its regular programs 6-6:30 a.m., and completely in the clear. Then at 7:20 a.m., WILM (1540) Elkin, N.C. signed on with their regular programs, and heard for the first 10 minutes, with some QRM from two Texas stations. Then at 7:30 a.m., WNLK (1540) Booneville, Ind. on its regular f/c and program for 3 hours. The latest veris were letters from WFTN WHIS-DX WHRL-DX WYX-6LDY, and a duplicate card from WAMX-DX. Verifications now total 2147.

Sten Morée - 6-3, Bradford, Massachusetts


Roger Anderson - 335 South Greenbrier Street - Arlington, Va.

DX here this season has been poor from the U.S., adding specials from WFTN WIFE KODE KDON and ET from KFMC. This is one good DX season for foreign DX. Have reported to Australian, El Salvador, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Colombia, France, Germany, Belgium, Italy, Monaco, Spain, Portugal, Holland and Algeria. Have heard in addition, Switzerland, Luxembourg, Sweden and Yugoslavia. Now have 911 veris in 34 countries.

ONE SINGLE-SPACED REPORT THIS WEEK. THANKS TO ALL THE REST OF YOU FOR DOUBLING!
Frank G. Johnson - Concord, New Hampshire

Have received a few nice reports lately. WJCA-350, card, no signer, CENB, 500, large card, showing picture of transmitter building, and at long last, my old-time favorite from N.C., WEDO-1470. They have as beautiful a transmitter building as I have ever seen anywhere. I visited them in '48, while stationed at Greensboro. It is on the same road that leads to the Guilford Cemetery, where Gen. Nathaniel Greens fought the battle of the Guilford Court House. There is a large beautiful monument of him there, astride his stallion. I really like North Carolina. To get back at DX, one more card received, WMAB-1240, no signer. WSPT-1240, verie states that their best DX report is from Dunedin, New Zealand. 11/28 - WBEX, 710, DX heard here in part. Was one of the likeliest and peppiest DX programs I've ever heard. Really enjoyed it. 11/29 - WJLI-1490 DX much QRMed but received enough for a report. 11/30 - WDSG-1450 DX and WBUX-1450 both heard well here. Also 11/30, KXYZ-1320, 2:30 to 3:00 for a new one from Texas, and a 3-minute report on KFRO-1440, at 4:30. In case I have to send a follow-up, I would appreciate a little more information on this station at that time. All I heard was the station call, and the announcer said, "We are on the air at this time." They signed off at 4:30 EST. DX has been terrible here for the whole month of November until today, 11/30. I have verified 101 stations to date since last August, I haven't my entire collection here, but believe it is nearly or over 300. Am hoping for all 3 NGB DX's today, Dec. 2. So long.

Ray H. Miller - 837 South 12th Street - Seattle 88, Wash.

The local 1230 all-nighter (except Monday) changes call Dec. 1 from XXRN to KLAM. Noted the call KEM/KHED/FM for Bureka, Cal., 1480. This sounds to me like KEM is still the 200 call. Say, did any of you heard the recorded f/o of KGID on Nov. 24 at 4:45? The complete cycle of identification, location and ownership was repeated at just about 25 second intervals! Note from KEM-550 might be of interest. "We do not log the individual musical phrases, but log titles of programs against the time of broadcast. Several catch phrases are regularly used which we desire the receiver to use in order to be absolutely sure of reception." Well, well. Must give 'em another go some Sunday AM when they're in the clear here! Misled my best DX report of the week in my last report somewhat here 'tis: WSAP-1350 Portsmouth, Va. at 6:30 a.m. with news and WX. 3 more s/ons at 7 a.m., but no could catchum this on Nov. 18. WSAP is my first Va. seaward station (getting closer to ye, Belfair) and my most easterly 5 kw. DX, about 2480 miles. My best DX in that group (5 kw.) is TILS, San Jose, C.R. CHZC, Havana, Cuba; then the several Honolulu stations. Thanks Lefty for lead on KLOU, and say, aren't those Red Cross Commemoratives beauties? If WHEE DX'ded the 23rd, I didn't hear 'em. All there was on 750 was WBBN, but no better on the 26th, then JOLI had the channel. Heavy QRM that AM too, so WURF didn't even get through to me I'm sorry to say. Cream of the DX here has been: 11/23 - KDFM-930 Center, Tex., s/off ET 4:04; WFGT-930 Gadsden, Ala., on 9:30. 11/24 - WACG-930 Augusta, Ga., news at 5; WIRT-1370 Chattanooga, Tenn. s/ on 5:30; WHBS-1550 Huntsville, Ala. s/ on 6. So finally Alabama is logged - WETO & WHEB! 11/25 - EFA-660 Fairbanks, Alaska heard for the first time this season 4:30; KDES-1490 Paragould, Ark. f/o as listed; my first Arkansas 250-watter WATT-1380 Atlanta at 5:30; WWJ-950, Detroit at 6. 11/27 - KONV-610 Havre, Mont., easily overrode much closer all-nighter KGBD on regular f/o; CUCJ-1240 Port Alberni, B.C. in the clear(!) a few minutes before s/off at 3:00. 11/28 - CWTN-730 Holguin, Cuba, at 6:05 to supplant CHZC at 2nd best SCW. DX as above noted. Several other new ones logged during the week, but these are of most interest. Only several of interest are KABU (NEC-DX) KIPA & AERS-Sandia. Say, why don't some more of you Far West DXers get reports in to "DX News." Guys like yours truly need PLENTY of help to roll up these good DX catches that the more experienced ones are making - hi! 73's to all.

Bill Whitman - 2727 Prairie Avenue - Evanston, Ill.

Not too much to report this week. Log stands at 495 verified with 75 out. KXJY (1230 heard well at 8:16 s/off, WTNB (1340) f/o 3-3:15 and WSIP (1420) 3:15-3:50 f/o both on 11/27; on 11/28 heard KRE (1150) with ET 1:35-2. This is a new one listed as being in Eldon, Mo., but the announcer said they were in Gainesville, Kx. They requested reports. Also heard WKBW & WMAR on their DX, both heard well. On 11/28 hrd WAPX s/off 1; KOOG (1400) f/o 2-2:15, KERN (1410) s/off 3, KGER (1390) 2:45-3 s/off over KBCC. In the DX special contest I now have 4 stations verified with a total of 25 points. 7 reports with a possible total of 55; still out. Verdes in this week, KOPO WILK WBCG KJAC KXL KXEC & WAGU. 73. WAMI 860 & WAPL 1570 hrd 11/30 by Patch.
Hi gang. Just a brief note of good will to all my old friends and a belated welcome to the newer blood of the N.E. As usual listening time is limited since I am put-ting in 24 hours a week of school and 27 hours a week at work. Hence please excuse this poor appearing list of loggings from a once-active West Coast DXer. Recent verifi-cations have been WNEG KNPT & KSPA all on f/ups, KZM & WMMU. I've been limit-ing my reports to weak stations or new states or new countries. Recent stations heard this have been KUSB 3 a.m., KDX 3:45 a.m., KXEN f/c 4:05 a.m. 2nd Monday, KTUC f/c 5:05 a.m. on 2nd Thursday, WING WDBR KELX f/c 4th Monday heard 4:05-6:15 a.m., KXID heard 4th Monday a/off of f/c at 4:15 a.m. KTEN 930 kc/s heard 4:50 to 5 a.m. on f/c on 4th Monday, KXEN f/c heard 5:20 to 5:30 a.m., 4th Monday. KWDV, and that's all. I'd like to take this opportunity to congratulate the entire staff of editors, officers, CPC, and all the many unpublicized helpers in the N.E. for the steady improvement that has been quite obvious through the last few years. The contests this year are the fairest and most practical I've seen, and the Foreign Section has been excellently managed. The newer members to the bulletin, the TT Section, and Varie Signers are losing no time in proving themselves to me being important structures in our bulletin. To Lefty goes my usual congratulations, for like the Rock of Gibraltar, World Series, he keeps on plugging.

Thank you all, from yours truly. (Thanks for the report & kind words, Ball Ed.)

Don Raskay - 903 South 25 Street - Omaha, Nebraska

DX a bit better lately. Last 2 weeks has seen 10 new ones added to my log. First was CBU-300 on 11/20 from 2-30:03 on RS, topping KUDA mostly every night now. On 11/21 KVMK-1470 Paula Valley, Okla. on their test DX from 4:15-5 good here but a bit dis-torted, as he mentioned. Also heard that Ak was KFUY-1450 Puyallup, Wash. on f/c 5-5:15 with marches, weak here but audible. On 11/22 WPHE in Prairie du Chien, Wisc. heard on EF from 4:08-4:50. Heard some several nights since, also. On 11/27 an all night DX session netted only WDDQ-1480 Brunswick, Ga. on f/c 3-3:15 through heavy QRM On 11/28, WRBC-710 Rome, Ga. was heard well on their fine DX program. Bits of WTV-WGN sideshow but still WBN was heard well throughout the show. 11/29 saw WAWG-1470 Marion, Conn. squeaking through on their test DX. Very weak until 4:30 when they peaked up and were fair until 4:51 when somebody turned on his carrier. On 11/30 WICO-800 in Bridgeport, Conn. was finally logged with a fair signal from 3-5:30 on their all-night show. Other new one was WBRY-1450, Lexington, N.C. with a terrific DX program with plenty of well-deserved laurels going to Len. Also heard well that Ak was DX of WDDQ. This AM 12/1 I heard WRJ with DX from 3-5. Rather 3:15-5. Good here first hour despite KEAI QEI, faded out during last hour on clear channel though with reception taking a dip all over the dial. Heard only fair from 4:30 on. Was disappointed that KTAB put on carrier at 4:57 which ruined KUED-DX out here. Tired to call them but no transmitter number listed and information didn't have the number, either. KXIV also heard on DX this AM. Out of 26 DEX I have logged 14. Varies in past 2 weeks are from WJMN-1430, WFTT-1450, WDDQ-1260, KEXO-1320, KROG-1450, WEG-1470, WJYR-1410, WBIS-1440, KSID-1540, WUV-1340, WNIK-1520, & WFUM-1450. Log now reads 1739 heard & 1396 verified. That's it from here. 73a.

Tom Johnson - 766 Glenmont Avenue - Akron 30, Ohio

Here's this week's report on DX. 11/28, WJES-1350, Huntsville, Ala. at 10:15 p.m. They are now at RS on 1550. Plenty of QR from CBE on this one. 11/28, WJES-1500 at 11:45 a.m., RS on 1550, 11/30, WJES-1550 at 2:01, KHE-330 at 2:15 was just readable. When they faded out there was nothing. Still 11/30, KEIM-1460 in Lincoln Neb. at 2:12; WTV-1590 a/off at 3; GJOE-1340 in Winnipeg with 250 watts was putting in a fair signal even with plenty of QR: WSTR-1460 in Sturgis, Mich. with s/on at 7:10. Here's a mystery. Station: on 1460 carrying a special marathon program to raise money for a children's home. The announcer answered the phone saying WBI. I couldn't find it in my log or "DX News." Can anyone help on WBI? (Kewanee, Ill. 100 w. -Ed.) Here's something on the varie situation. Perhaps you have noticed the average station in Canada is faster in sending varies than those in the U.S. I have never had to send a f/up to a Canadian. Some stations in Canada just send a printcard which could be filled out and used by any station. I like varies that are a bit different from these plain cards. Varies are WJLB CBE WHGB CKE CKOG KGBS KLAC, who uses KLAC letterhead & KLAC-TV envelope. Wind blew down a few TV antennas here, 2nd time for people diagonally back of our house. Each time man put it up he put antennas up high & bands around chimney only little more than a foot above. My wife either has to look at her house or me to make sure it doesn't blow -783.
Re: DX... Route #1 - Elizabeth City, North Carolina

What we DXers need is National Verification Week. Think I'll write my local Chamber of Commerce! A few have drifted in: WOHE for DX, KGKE WAIR WBIS WIGE EDIM VOCM for DX, WJGY & WWKL for NMRC. WJMJ RS near s/off. All received well with exception of VOCM who was steady but weak. Reports to KB2Z W2HBP WS6 RS G6UZ W2HLP KROX W2ILK WPAW W2CQ W2ABK XFI WJR W2EM, some catches, these last three! W2WJ WDSG W2WQ on DX, and W2BZ RS. Still DXing with the ugly shoe box-like ABB. The Hallicrafters is still out for repairs. Hope now to get it by next season. ZEJ now s/ on 5 a.m. should be heard in the mid-west. (1235). Work has been heavy here and not much chance to DX other than mornings when specials are on. Aussies still heard here on the 30th, near sun-up. 4GQ and 3LO 790 & 770 were the better ones. The DX Calendar sure looks good. Hats off to the boys of the CPC. No trace of W2LW on DX. Suppose I was in the dead zone. To all, my heartfelt wishes for a Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

Len, Kansas - 631 Euclid Street - Dubuque, Iowa

The past week's DXing profited my DX Log with seven new stations, an average of one each day. On 11/24 WIST (930) Charlotte, N.C. was logged on its regular schedule of programs, following its s/on 5:33-6 a.m., having WBAZ interference. Then the new WPRE (1280) Prairie du Dhim, Wis. was heard on an ET on 11/25 from 3:59-4:00 a.m., and asking for reports of reception. WPRE will be a new "local daytimer" for me when they begin regular programming. The following All another new station also on WJY 2:30-3:05 a.m., namely KGDO (1480) Dallas, Texas, having QRH from FANS on all-night with special storm broadcast. On 11/27 Station WMDO (1460) Brunswick, Ga. was logged with its last Thursday of the month f/c-8 T 3:35 a.m., topping both WJYK & WBSR. The special DX Test from WGCM, Rialto, Ga. was enjoyed and reported on 11/28, although not needed at this time. The swell DX Test on 11/29 from W2W7 (1470) Harrisburg Conn. was logged fairly well, after the first 13 minutes of QRH from KGMW who signed off the air at 3:13 a.m. The other NEC DX on 11/29 from W2KZ (1490) Blackstone, Va. was also reported, but only because of a special NEC DX, as has been verified some time past. The first two DX specials I've arranged this season from stations WDSG & W2BY on 11/30 both came in surprisingly well, and completely in the clear. Both of these were new additions to my DX Log. We can't urge you too strongly to always support our club's special DX, as the stations DXing are looking for many reports of reception from the DXers. I'm looking forward to many of the fine DX Specials coming up. Again may we compliment Sid on a terrific job as CPC Chairman. The 4 latest verifications came from W2C2DX W2WV DX W2GZ & X2EA.

Douglas Kennedy - 1905 Lincoln Street - Belrose 76, Haag,

Since the last issue of the "DX News" I have picked up 20 new stations, making my total number 344 stations. Two of these I received, thanks to the "DX News." I hit the jackpot on 11/30 at 3:48 a.m. I pulled in my first 100 watt station! Believe it's a new one - W2EI, Kewanee; Ill. on 1450. They had a special program for the raising of Funds for the Andover Children's Home in Andover; Ill., about 10-20 miles northwest of Kewanee. Another amazing thing happened on 11/28 at 5 p.m. EST. I was on 1060 kc/s, thinking I was listening to KTW, Philadelphia. At six the announcer identified their station as WNOE, New Orleans. Never did hear from KTW! What happened? It's very rare that I even have difficulty getting KTW. It might have been off for repairs. I received also the station from Ohio State University in Columbus, WOSU on 830 kc/s, with 5000 watts. This also happened on 11/28. I picked 7 stations on 1450 kc/s, since the last issue of "DX News." WPAN, Pottsville, Pa.; KEGE, Kewanee Ill.; WDSG, Dyersburg, Tenn.; WBUY, Lexington, N.C.; WGET, Gettysburg, Pa.; W2BE, Saranac Lake, N.Y.; and WASK, Lafayette, Ind. I increased my number of N.Y. stations considerably. W2TP on 1240 Charleston, T., Va., and W2JAC on 1400, Johnstown, Pa. came in as clear as a bell! Received about 8 more acknowledgments or varies this week including KFI, Los Angeles. I now have 22 states in the union verified and about 10 others coming. Well, that's about all for now. 73s.

Jack Fitzgerald, 44 Garden Road - Kentuk, Ill.

Just heard WNNC, 570, Asheville, N.C. s/off 14:05 EST... Lion. 11/24. Heard WOR, 710, N.Y.C. s/off 2 EST. Heard WREH on DX program 11/28 Q5 SQ. Received QSL from K2G8 for DX program. Had 2KBK, 1410 s/off 3:00, 11/28, Bakerfield, Cal. Had VJAN, 930, Jacksonville, Fla. s/off 12:05, 11/29. Couldn't get enough of W2LW to verify just heard mention of DXers & call letters. WS6S too loud. 73. (Welcome to NNO, Jack!)
"D X N E W S"

Musings of the Members

December 6 1952

TRANK WHEELER-ELI PENN. Here's how I fared with the NRC Specials since my last report. Too much WDOD for W/T. Not assound of KBRZ-WCOM. Too much interference for KPHU-CKBL-KVHL and WHEB, also CFR and KWEI. I received WICE-RS, WOTW-R9; WBHP R9; KDMM R5; WNKL R9. WOTW through a bad mess of TFM from XEW and another station testing. Other new stations I received were as follows. WPNI-1270 Phoenix Ala 0430 AM EST start of broadcast for the day, Nov 4. WHUN Nov 5 - 0301 3/off from giving election returns. WCOM Nov 16 F/C 0105; WCVI-1340 Nov 12 NHHC Special; KOWH 660 kcs Nov 26 - 0409 AM on with 5 min spot blizzard reports. New ver-

ies WCOM-WNKL-WICE.

WALTER GOLDS-Y-516 JACKSON AVE-LIVER FOREST ILL. Recent NRC-DX programs have been received here quite well, among them WAIR-WAKR-KBRZ-WICE-WNKL KVLH. However those badly needed VOCM-KWEI-KAHU-WOLK-CKBL did not show up on my dial. I tried very hard to bring in KWEI while WEDC was off, but not luck and at that same unidentified tone tester came on 15 minutes after WEDC 3/off. Better luck next time.

LEFTY COOPER-438 E 21st STREET-BROOKLYN 26 NY. Well, I finally gotten in a few licks at DX and came up with WAPL-1570 on Monday battling XERF and doing a pretty fair job of it too, and on 12/2. I heard KKNX-1240 kc on F/C giving WEDC a run for the cars until WFTM came on and wiped them out altogether. KJFF's channel was absolutely barren here, and I am surprised to learn that they were on as scheduled. Erick and Bernie also drew a blank on this one which must be allergic to New York City (Get-

ting mail out of NYC must also be allergic) I heard WURI's DX and was wondering when Don Kaskey fell into that fortune he must have presented to the Telephone Company after his long talk with them over Alexander Graham. I was away for the week end and thus had to miss the fun of hearing WBDG and WBUY, neither of which would be new to me. WOL was heard on 1450 at 0435 on 12/2 are they an alcighter? (Yep and Yep) I sent them a fast letter begging them to pick Sunday morning as their silent morning and I suggest others do the same thing, otherwise all those 1450 specials are going to be ruined. (hope it works as they were silent Mon AM 12/1) If they only stay off 0400-0600 it would be a God-send to DXers. You might be able to help. So I'm tired and I'm going to get in my little Murphy bed. Move over murph. /ues- LEFTY

REMEMBER BOYS TUESDAYS WILL BE THE DEADLINE FOR THE DEC 27th & 1/3 is-

"A Word About Mailing DX News"

As you lads noticed last week's issue was mailed using Pre-cancelled stamps: This was done because there can be no more cancelling of DX News is mailed Saturdays at the Kensington P.O. Reason is that the business they do on Saturday AM's has become too great and they are swamped right up till noon closing time. In fact they have to work until about 1 PM to get the lines cleaned up. So when your DX News has to be mailed on Saturdays its a must that pre-cancelled stamps be used. If we just let them send them to the main P.O. then it will be 10 days or more before they are received as was witnessed with the first 2 issues from Buffalo. However dont feel too bad about the way your DX News arrives. This week your DX News will not be mailed until Monday Dec 8th. Reason. Fred's Stencils were postmarked Lemoine 1950 Correction, Harrisburg at 10 AM on Dec 4th, Leftys were P.O. New York at 11 AM Dec 4th, yet Freds did not arrive until Sat AM and Leftys Sat at 11:30 AM both being mailed first class, so 48 hours from both NYC and Harrisburgh shows just how lousy our mail service is. So my suggestion is to send in 15? in stamps or join for your Dec 13th-20 and 27th issues. And if you will be patient I will try to have something worked out in early Jan 1951 so as to in-
sure better service. Last week DX News was mailed Sat AM and Wagner received his Tuesday, so they did get out of Bfio Monday which would not have happened had they been sent to our main P.O. uncancelled. Thanks.
90 WARM Scranton Penn F/C hrd LAST SAT 1210-1230 (Shinton-Camden NJ)

CFAR Flin Flon, Manitoba will repeat NRC-DX in January (Rosenbaum)

790 KWGB Goodland, Kan F/C-IT is LAST WED of Month 0615-0630 according to letter (Rosenbaum)

790 WEAN Providence R I will DX for NRC Dec 15th-0430-0500 (Kruse)

860 WAMI Opp. Alabama heard Etting Nov 30th (Kruse-Dubuque, Ia)

970 KWBC Ft Worth, Tex S/off 0630 and off 1830 in Dec (Johnson-Ill)

990 WDWD Dawson Ga F/C 3rd WED 0130-0145 (FM 2345-2400), info by v/s Wayne Foster, Asst Eng, how about reporting as I'm trying to get him to DX (Conley-Lemoyne Penn)

1150 KRMS Osage Beach, Mo now Etting, hrd 12/2 (Kruse)

1230 KLAL Renton, Wash (ex KKN) F/C as listed 3rd MON 0500-0515, this new call effective as of 12/1. The F/C I hrd on 11/28 was a make up and not their regular one. (Millar-Seattle Wash)

1240 KWEI Weiser, Idaho. Watch for new date for an NRC-DX (Rosenbaum)

WITA Thomson Ga hrd as listed, on LAST SAT 0215-0230 V & T (Shinton)

1250 WRAF Princeton Ind S/off 0506, easy in W Va (Rosenbaum)

1280 WPKE Prairie Du Chien, Wis now Etting, hrd 11/28-29 (Johnson-Ill)

WANS Anderson S.C S/off SUN Ams 0655 (Kruse)

1300 WLEX Lexington Ky is our newest alnigher, off MON Ams (Edge)

WDK Dixon Kingstree S C S/off SUN Ams 0640 (Kruse)

1320 WKNJ Kingsport Tenn S/off SUN Ams 0620 (Kruse)

1370 KXLF Butte, Mont S/off 0200 (Johnson-Mendota Ill)

1430 WFOB Fostoria Ohio is now on Reg Sked (Kruse)

1440 WQEM Quincy Ill S/off 0130 (Rosenbaum)

1450 KOPO Tucson Ariz S/off SUN Ams 0300 (Rosenbaum)

WOL Washington D C is also a new alnigher, off MON Ams (Edge)

WHDL Oleen N Y will DX for NRC Dec 14th from 0530-0600 (Kruse)

WMMR Ft Myers Fla S/off SUN Ams 0600 (Kruse) /Johnson-Ill)

1470 WBIT Greensboro N C Sked Mon thru Sat 0525-0605 (0725-0005)

1540 WLEX Bad Axe, Mich S/off 0750 (Johnson-Ill)

1570 WAPL Appleton Wisc is now Etting, hrd 11/30 (Kruse)

1590 WAXB Albany Ga F/C as listed SUN after Last SAT (Conely)

Heard as listed in NEW F/C list: - WBBW-WKLY-KWNB-WHDC-WTMV (Rosenbaum)

FROM ROY MILLAR: - Since Alan Arnold has been so good as to give us another F/C list I wonder if we cant all be of assistance to him by submitting through this column, information as to the F/Cs that we're hearing. Perhaps those that are on in the new list could be set up something along this line, and not take up so much valuable space in the main column, what say?? An example:

FREQUENCY CHECKS HEARD AS IN NEW F/C LIST- with additional or correctional key shown after call.

4th SUN KUOJ; KUVI (not KVI); KILY; KNEW.

4th MON KELK; KBAX; KCLD(V); KBIO; KOOK(K); KGAW; KTWN.

4th TUE KTIP; KMO; KFDS; KDR3; 4th WED KELI(K); KUKI; KGW.

4th THUR KOJN(K); KSA(A); KAST(K); KBRC.

I think the above idea is a good one and in this manner each of us can keep his F/C up to date and Alan can keep his master list in order and next season we can be assured of a really up to the minute F/C list. However those F/Cs which are heard and are not listed will be combined in the reg DX down The Dial providing that you know that the information you submit is correct and not a guess. The reason for this last remark can be understood by reading Roy's info on 1230 kc where he says that the F/C he heard on the 4th MON of NOV was a make up check and not the reg F/C. (Pop made an error in that date, it should read 11/24th. Will be looking for more rpts for this column, but we want real DX info.

did says new dates for CFAR & KWEI soon; Also WICO 1/5 & CKXL 1/12.
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Edited by Fred L. Vanvoorhees, Box 132, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania.

Normal deadline is now Tuesday morning. Reports on one side of page please.

FOREIGN CONTEST STANDINGS.

1. Roy H. Miller, Seattle, Washington: AFRS, Tokyo-AFRS, Sendai-KPOD-KINO-TPN-KUQA-KILA-
KGB-EHON-KPDO-KHVI-IPA-TAHU-KXEO-XEMC-XEOL-XEER-
XEL0-XEWW----------0 x 0-0-0

2. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

3. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

4. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

5. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

6. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

7. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

8. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

9. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

10. James E. Critchett, San Diego, California----------0 x 0-0-0

EAST COAST LEAGUE

1. Roger Anderson, Arlington, Virginia-TGHR-CSB-2-PJOC---------0 x 0-0-0

2. Fred L. Vanvoorhees, Lemoyne, Penna.----TIDCR-112Z----------2 x 0-0-0

3. Joseph T. Lippincott, Lomestown, N. J.----------PJOC---------1 x 1-1-1

4. Joseph T. Lippincott, Lomestown, N. J.----------PJOC---------1 x 1-1-1

5. Joseph T. Lippincott, Lomestown, N. J.----------PJOC---------1 x 1-1-1

6. Joseph T. Lippincott, Lomestown, N. J.----------PJOC---------1 x 1-1-1

7. Joseph T. Lippincott, Lomestown, N. J.----------PJOC---------1 x 1-1-1

8. Joseph T. Lippincott, Lomestown, N. J.----------PJOC---------1 x 1-1-1

9. Joseph T. Lippincott, Lomestown, N. J.----------PJOC---------1 x 1-1-1

10. Joseph T. Lippincott, Lomestown, N. J.----------PJOC---------1 x 1-1-1

CENTRAL LEAGUE

1. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

2. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

3. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

4. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

5. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

6. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

7. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

8. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

9. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

10. Sid Rosenbaum, Wheeling, West Virginia---------0 x 0-0-0

HOLIDAY DX

Joe Lippincott suggests that we list the station which were heard on longer mornings of Christmas and New Years mornings last season. Thinking that it isn't too early, here are the ones listed in last year's FOREIGN DX DIGEST. If you know of others, send them in so that we can list them in time for the holidays; TGUX (1025); XEQR (1030); YSBC (1100); YSBE (1075); YSH (1015); TWF (1262); YSNA (1250); CHW (1180); YBOW (1090); YRPL (1020) to 0325 a/c; TIGHER (605); TIDCR (625); TIT (735); TROS (855); TIEF (835); and TIPG (995). In addition to this list on Christmas morning, there were quite a few Cubans including; CMCI (560); CMCA (570); CMCK (590); CMKV (600); CMQ (630); CMHP (640); CMBC (690); CMIB (780); CMCH (790); CMCL (800); CMHP (810); CMHE (820); CMIB (860); CMCH (890); CMCP (910); CMCH (910); CMIA (920); CMKN (910); CMBC (930); CMCH (990); CMCA (1910); CMK (1060); CMIB (1170); CMDD (1190); CMK (1210); CMK (1260); CMID (1290); and CMK (1390). The only New Year's stations were CMIB (1000), CMCK (590), TIHE (685); WIPR (940). If any of you can add to this list, please let us know in time.
And now it is time to turn to the DX of the week. To Norm Mcguirk, your contest entries didn't get here until Wednesday morning, and I had the contest standings done Tuesday night, so they will make it next month. Now for the DX.

GUATEMALA—Before I forgot it, I have something to pass along to all of you. You recall the discussion about the station on 880 Kcs, which has had a Guatemalan program in the late evening. From all of the information we have at our disposal, this column came to the conclusion that it was TGN with a program for Guatemalan listeners. Now we have a late list from Guatemala, and we offer the following information for what it is worth. Station TGN 5 Kw, Guatemala City, is now on 880 Kcs, using the slogan "Radio Nuevo Mundo." Schedule is 0800-2400. Those of you who have reported TILS, please check your logs to see if it might not have been TGN. We are sorry if we passed out wrong information, but it was all we had at the time. JL reports TGNX (1025) on 11/12 from 2216-2307. NH also reports receiving TGN (1180), but says no report was sent.

CUBA—NH reports a verio from CIKY (590) which also states that CIKY would be on the rest of November, possibly longer, with test programs. They would not verify his reports to other network stations, but suggested that he write each individual station. His letter was also signed by Benn Jacobson. NH also confirms the fact that there are two Radio Progreso stations on 680 Kcs. According to late information CMJE, Camayagu (1 Kw), and CHMG, Santa Clara (500 w) both operate on 680 Kcs. However, CMJE won't be synchronized with CMJE until 2/15/52, so CMJS was probably only hearing CMJE. NH reports his best Cuban DX as CMJ (730) Holguin, logged 0600 on 11/28. JL also reports a lot of Cuban reception as follows: CMJB (1350) 11/16 0524-0532, hard to copy; CMCH (790) 11/29 at 2117; CMGJ (660) 11/30, quite strong 1800-1900, frequently through WNBC; CMER (760) 11/29, news in Spanish at 0015; CMEL (860) 11/29, 1724-1744; Radio Progreso (670) 11/24, very hard; CMJE (660) 11/25, excellent signal; CMBC (690) also with excellent signals; and CM (550) 11/30 2237-2300, giving time after each selection.

COSTA RICA—JL reports reception from the following Costa Richans: TIRA (735) 11/28 from 2334-2400 sign-off 3-9 plus signals. TIMH (695) 11/29 from 0011-0014 sign-off, and TIMG (995) 11/12 at 2400.

GUIDELOCUPE—Radio Saadoupe (655) logged on 11/28 from 1758-2000 with signals 10 db over 3-9. (JL)

EL SALVADOR—YSC (1015) heard 11/18 from 2125-2227, but never positively identified. (JL)

MEXICO—JL reports reception of the following Mexican: XEDM (1580) 11/28 from 0130-0204; XERF (1570) 11/28 from 0209-0215; XEX (730) 11/24 from 0105-0107 sign-off. Joc asks when they are in the clear. XEPR (590) 11/23 from 0329-0357 sign-off; XEIZ (660) 12/1 0311 to 0323. (All above from JL)

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC—JL reports HIST still on 1040 on 11/30 from 2150 to 2157 20 db over 3-9. He also heard HIS (1415) from 1820-1905 on 11/20.

ALASKA—Last, but far from least, news from Alaska. NH reports W8AR in for the first time on 660 Kcs, on 11/25 from 0400-0500. That is first time this season. Also KIBH (1340) Seward, under heavy CJOB QRM recent mornings. Any morning CJOB off before 0500, this should be a good try. (Both from NH)

SOUTH AMERICA

COLOMBIA—JL reports KJUO (710) from 0245-0257 sign-off on Monday morning. FV heard KJUO (675) Bogota, but not good enough for a log the evening of 12/1 around 2130.
TRINIDAD-*-VP4RD (790) logged at 0458 sign-on on 11/30 signals 20 db over S-9, so strong he thought it was a local testing. (JL)

PERU-=-QAX4A (854) Lima, logged on 11/18 from 1950-2045 with S-9 signals. (JL)

CUBACAO-=-HH has a verie card from PJC-2 (722) indicating that operating power is 5000 watts. KNU also reports reception of PJC-2 on 722 in the evening. Everyone has heard him now, but ye ed. (HI)

U. S. S. R.-=Letter from DM has some interesting information be wants to pass on. He states that a neighbor wrote to Moscow for a short wave verie. The verie came all right, and right after it came an FBI man making a routine investigation. He was cleared all right, but the FBI man suggested that he not send reports behind the iron curtain any more. This is passed on to you for what it is worth. We can't tell you where to send reports, and where not to, but we can let you know what might happen.

ANDORRA-=-JL reports what he thanks was "Andorra on 824 Kcs, on 11/16 from 1849-1904, a man and woman talking, between numbers.

SPAIN-=-Madrid Arganda (737) logged on 11/17 from 1741-1810 with excellent signals. (JL)

PORTUGAL-=-JL logged GSR-2 (1034) Parodo, 11/17 from 1837-1959. HH heard Porto (755) on 11/14 in late afternoon with weak to strong signals. He was able to get enough for a report.

BELGIUM-=-HH reports reception of Brussels II (926) quite good signals in the early morning.

FRANCE-=-Marcello 1, and others on 674 Kcs. often have good signals in the early morning, but W6Q on 670 splashes over a good bit. (JL/HH). Paris I (865) is often on top of the 860 channel in the early morning. On 11/26 was S-6 at 1648 too. (JL/HH) Station on 1403 heard in the early morning, but too much 1400 QRM for a log. (HH) Jl also adds reception from Nancy I (836) on 11/26 at 1642 and at 0256 on 11/19. Toulouse I (944) logged 11/19, 1729. (JL)

GERMANY-=-AFLN Frankfurt (872) logged and reported during the evening of 11/20. Signs off at 1900 and are in English for American Forces in Germany. (HH) Logged on 11/26 at 1700. (JL) Voice of America, Munich (1196) heard very well on 11/20 and no jamming was noted. All programs in foreign language with occasional identification in English. Mostly news and commentaries. (HH)

NETHERLANDS-=-Report mailed to Hilversum I (1007). Often heard well in early morning and sometimes have American popular music around 0130. (HH) On 11/18 the Dutch stations on 1594 Kcs. were received with very strong signals. Crystal not needed. Far stronger than was Hilversum I. Report sent here also. (HH) Hilversum (746) logged on 11/19 S-9 plus at 0200 with man talking. Logged again on 11/14 at 1634. (JL)

ITALY-=-Nice QSL card received from Rome I (846). Reported on October 24th. (HH) On 11/25 received with S-7 signals at 1644 (JL) Jl also reports reception of Naples/Florence (655) at 1635 on 11/26 with S-6 signals. Barl/Bologna (1115) logged on 11/19 at 0358, quite late for a TQ. (JL)

SWITZERLAND-=-Sottens (764) heard both afternoon and morning, but WJR QRM has been too much. For a report. (HH) Logged at 1640 on 11/19 with 10 db over S-9 signals. (JL)

GERMAN BRITAIN-=-JL reports reception of Devontry (647) on 11/20 from 1730-1735 with signals 10 db over S-9.

NOTE-=-This should have gone under Portugal above, but I didn't notice it until now. JL reported receiving a TQ on 755 Kcs. which he didn't identify. It was probably Porto, reported by HH above. JL also reports a TQ on 719 Kcs. at 1602 on 11/19, this one probably Lisbon.
RCODES--The USS "Courier", floating transmitter of the Voice of America is widely reported on 1394 Kcs. Call given in English and address is: Mr. G. Herrick, Facilities Branch, Voice of America, 251 West 57th Street, New York 19, New York. (NZ)

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS--Broadcasting service was inaugurated in this country Sept. 23rd on VQ0, Honicra, 1030 Kcs. Schedule 0200-0500, Sunday no broadcast. Programs will feature weather and shipping information. (RM)

HAWAII--KPOA (650) logged from 0403-0429 on 11/29, but too weak for a report. (JL)

AUSTRALIA--The following changes are via NZ, but are not necessary if you have the INTERNATIONAL LOG BOOK. If you don't, you may need to make them. Following calls assigned: 2GL (810), 2KS (820), 2KP (840), 5MG (1160), 2NS (1520), 2TF (1530), 7QN (1540), 2SN (1550). The following are added to the MAJOR NETWORK: 7EX (1010), 5DE (1030), 5PI (1040), 7MT (1080), 5LK (1090), 4AK (1220), 4BK (1290), 6T2 (1340), 5BE (1370), 6CI (1450), and 5MU (1460). New station 6---(900) 2 Kw., Bridgetown, W. I., to relay 6NZ (Ready in 6 months). 2CN (1540) Canberra to open in 6 months, 480 (1590) Southport, now on 5WM (1580) Woomera, S. A., in about six months. Frequency changes; 4R0 (1080) to 1490 (12 months); 5WM (800) to 810 (12 months); 4GM (1540) to 1570 (3 months); 6CI (1450) to 1340 (4 months); 6T2 (1540) to 960 (4 months); 6BE (1370) to 1010 (4 months); power changes; 6WN (800) now 6000 w. 2GL (900) 2 Kw. Day: 1 Kw Night; 2PK (1400) 500 w; 4SU (1530) 2 Kw. Day and Night; 5UL (1400) 500 w. NM reports reception of 2NL (740) occasionally, and 2NL (740) on best music of the season.

NEW ZEALAND--2XP (1370) Plymouth, will be on Sept. 27th as a full X Class station, operating with 2000 watts. This was the former 2YB, operated by the North Taranaki Radio Society, and was founded in 1927, and has remained under the guidance of the society ever since. (NZ) 4MA (780) heard almost daily. 1YO (880) heard occasionally. 12B (1070) received quite well. (RM)

ASIA

JAPAN--NZ reports a new commercial station, JOER (1480) Nagano, 500 watts. NM reports reception of the following stations: JO.X (590) received well frequently; JOBK (670) one of most consistent; JOCK (730) frequently heard with strong signals; JOPK (790) heard well only once; JOBB (850) heard well occasionally; JOQK (880) heard when F.O. was off; JOOC (880) overriding YG; JOBK (890) one of most consistent and strongest signals; JO.B (950) heard often, but not well enough for a report; JOPK (960) heard occasionally; JOHK (990) one of best signals; JOQB (1030) heard occasionally; JOEB (1070) heard occasionally with QRM from 12B; JOKR (1130) heard occasionally through WNEW; JOOK (1190) heard well, with English lessons; JOOR (1210) heard occasionally; JOIR (1250), heard frequently before WDV, signs on; JOER (1260) heard occasionally; AFRI (1270) Nagoya, heard frequently with very fine signals; JOPR heard once when KITO was off; AFRI (1390) Osaka, heard occasionally, but not good enough for a report; AFRI (1430) Sendai, heard frequently with 2WL QRM; AFRI (690) Fukuoka, heard, but not reported; AFRI (770) Tokyo, heard frequently.

MALAYSIA--Radio Kuala Lumpur operates on 875 Kcs. and 696 Kcs. 10 Kw power with English and Chinese respectively, transmitter at Kajang, opened July 1. Also reported is Ponang (650) English with 2 Kw. and 810 Kcs. 2 Kw in Chinese. (NZ)

CEYLON--Commercial (640) 250 watts. Oriental Home (700) 1 Kw. Western Home (920) 7500 w., Oriental Home (1310) 1000W. (NZ)

INDIA--Jammu, Kashmir (1490) 1000 w operating now.

KOREA--we are advised that Homesteader moved to 1230 from 1240 to avoid interference with a Japanese station. (NZ)
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Mystery

RM reports a mystery station while visiting Evan Roberts and later the same evening at home. Heard 11/21 from 2100-2200 on 1272 Kc with British accented English-speaking manner. Could this be the new British Honduras station?

JL reports some mystery stations. One on 1990 Kc on 11/23 at 0413-0428, announcing as "Radio Reloj" after every number. He had one on 1285 Kcs. at 1840 on 11/21 with S-S signals. (YUMF) One on 700 Kc. 2030-2130 off and on, used 3 chimes to identify, and they possibly mentioned Caracas. Heavy QRM from WLW, but occasionally on top. Sometimes even sounded like two Spanish speakers on the freq. On 11/29 it was in the clear, mentioning "Scanta ---".

Another one on 650 Kc. from 2035-2315 off and on, said "Gadona Nacional", mentioned "La Contesta Popular" once. Thought he said Maracey. (Can't help you much, Joe, perhaps some of the others follow can.)

JJ asks about some he is not sure about. There is one on 544 Kc (possibly St. Pierre). One on 595 Kcs. with music only. (Maybe Frankfurt). One on 756 Kcs. (Probably Porto, see Portugal above) On at 0400 Sunday morning on 1595 Kcs. (XEMG the only one we can suggest on 1590) One on 825 Kcs. (Maybe Andorra). Also one on 1225 Kc. (No suggestions). One in Spanish on 1245 Kc., with the last letter K. Announced in English. (Probably HLF, as he has been reported here.) Says there is also one on 1248 after the last one signed off. Hard to separate from WQ-N woman singing, then an announcement, followed by a National song and left the air just after 2130. One on 1245 went off at 2130.

REPORTERS

JL-Joseph Lippincott, Box 67, R. D. 1, Moorestown, New Jersey.
RM-Henry Holbrook, 6504 Chestnut Street, Chevy Chase 15, Maryland.
KU-Ken Murphy, P. O. Box 365, Lincoln, Nebraska.
RM-Rey R. Millar, 887 South 128 Street, Seattle 88, Washington.
RM-Norman Maguire, 454 North Maple Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
RM-Duncan McMurtry, 501 South Main Street, Muskegon, Iowa.
RM-New Zealand Radio DX League.
RM-Rey Moore, P. O. Box 19, Rowley, Massachusetts.
JJ-John Johnson, 209 Park Avenue, Hoboken, New Jersey.
FV-Your Editor, Box 132, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania.

The section ran a little longer than I was expecting this week. It has been written in several starts, so it may leak something in the way of continuity. We have seen the first few pages of Roy Moore's European section of the International Log. It is really complete, and we know you will like it. Section on the Americas is about done, and mailing of the second section will be in about a week.

Punk Holbrook advises that he has ordered an HQ-129-X, and will be using it along with his NC-183. Looks like he really means to do a lot of DXing.

Norm Maguire notes a slight error in the International Log under Hawaii. The name of the man at KTOH should be Katashi Nosu. Nice to hear from Norm and to know that Japanese stations are reaching him.

Roy Millar sends a nice letter commenting on the editorials which we recently wrote. Roy, unsigned verics are OK, just so they are true verics from the station. KANU is OK, that wording is certainly more than just definite.

Nice letter from Joe Lippincott. Will try to answer it soon.

See above on British Honduras. ZFR logged on 1235 Kcs. Last section, but with ZRM in Bermuda operating there this season, it may be hard, ZFR signed on at 0445 for a while last season. You might try him there in the morning. Steve Hana had planned on arranging some pro-grams from Latin American stations for this season. I don't know what the status of these programs is at the present time. See you all in another week.